
Slewing gear
Pfanzelt cranes have especially robust
and powerful 4-cylinder slewing gear.
The resulting high pivoting moment
means that loading work can also be
performed when working uphill. The
large distance between the bearings
and the oil immersion bath ensure reli-
able operation. Shear forces that are
generated when working with heavy
trunks are safely absorbed.

Hose routing
The hydraulic hoses are laid from the
control block to the crane tip so as they
are protected, ensuring low downtimes
and the highest degree of safety when
working with the forestry crane in sen-
sitive applications. Pfanzelt therefore
attaches the highest priority to ensur-
ing that the hydraulic hoses are pro-
tected over the entire crane by being
concealed (internal routing). At points
of high physical loading, the hoses are
laid in a hose shaft. Additional rotary
cutouts increase the service life of the
hydraulic hoses.

To increase operator safety, the hoses
are also routed through a hose shaft in
the vicinity of the control stand.

The telescopic cylinder is also
internally mounted, protecting it
from damage during crane work.

The optionally available pendulum with
internally laid hydraulic hoses enables
protection right up to the crane tip.
This is also equipped with a double
pendulum brake. This ensures ergo-
nomic operation of the crane and long
service life.

Cranes – technical specs
Crane loading class B4
Pfanzelt cranes are made of especially
tough special steel. The crane is rated
according to crane loading class B4
for permanent dynamic loading. The
main boom cylinder can be fitted as
an upright or reclining cylinder above
the main boom so that it is always pro-
tected against damage when loading
trunks.



Stabilisers
Optimum parking stability for operating
the loading crane is assured by the A-
column stabilisers. The telescopic
structure of the stabilisers ensures
secure support even in thick stands of
timber and on slopes. They also make
it possible to drive up close to the tim-
ber stack and thus use the full lifting
force of the crane. Furthermore, the
cylinder is protected by its concealed
installation from damage by falling
trunks.

In addition to A-column stabilisers, the
extensive range of accessories
includes H-column stabilisation for
cranes with a very long reach and a
high lifting force. The wider stabilisa-
tion area ensures even greaterstability.

Operating station and high seat
The Pfanzelt operating station mounted
as standard on the draw bar provides a
well organised work station outside the
hazard zone with an optimum view for
safety purposes of the loading crane
and the surrounding area. The back
rest of the platform and the hand guard
over the control toggles optimize the
operator’s safety and ensure that he
adopts an ergonomic working stance.

A high seat mounted on the side of
the crane column, which rotates with
the crane, is optionally available with
nearly all Pfanzelt forestry cranes. The
joy sticks are ergonomically mounted
on both sides of the seat.



Rapid traverse valve
Pfanzelt forestry cranes are the only
such cranes on the market equipped
as standard with a rapid traverse
valve. This enables the rapid telescop-
ic extension even in the case of tele-
scopic booms with only one extension.
The electrically control rapid traverse
valve directs the hydraulic oil that flows
from the cylinder straight back into the
latter and thus achieves an approx. 1.5
fold extension speed.

Controllers
The highest performance is achieved
when the controls are perfectly ergo-
nomic.

This is determined by the operating
position and the crane controller. All
Pfanzelt forestry cranes are fitted as
standard with a mechanical control
block, 2 control toggles and an elec-
trical switch. This means that the indi-
vidual boom movements can be easily
and rapidly coordinated, without hav-
ing to reach for different control levers
or turning.

In addition to a mechanical crane con-
trol, the crane can also be operated via
an EHC controller with a cord or wire-
less control panel. The crane can also
be controlled via two separate toggle
switches that are installed on a rotary
seat in the tractor.

Crane cable winch
If the crane’s reach is not long enough,
the crane winch can be used to pull the
material to be lifted closer.



Power link system
The toggle system of Pfanzelt forestry
cranes – also known as the power link
system – between the main boom and
folding boom ensures optimum crane
geometry for loading work. Ergonomic
loading directly onto the front grille is
also thus made possible. It also
ensures constant force, greater reach
and a higher working speed.

Grippers
Clam shell grippers can be mounted
on the regular grippers for loading dry
bulk. The 4-finger gripper ensures easy
and ergonomical loading of branches
and cut wood. Special gripper attach-
ments for loading round bales are also
available as accessories.

All made by Pfanzelt grippers are avail-
able in various sizes.

Independent hydraulic oil circuit
For carrier vehicles with low hydrau-
lic power and when various tractors
are pooled, Pfanzelt cranes can be
equipped with an independent hydrau-
lic system – safe and fuel saving oil
supply is thus assured. The oil supply
tank is tidily integrated in the A-column
support and the hydraulic pump in the
draw bar, all helping to avoid field of
vision restrictions.
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Safety
At Pfanzelt safe handling of forestry
machines has the topmost priority. All
cranes mounted in the Pfanzelt factory
come with a crane test log and initial
acceptance by an independent crane
expert in accordance with the regula-
tions of the BG (Germany only).
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